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VA U G H N H O C K E Y. C O M

Goal Pads

VPG 7000 VELOCITY 2
The Velocity 2 goal pad continues with performance enhancing features and
product innovation that the Velocity pad pioneered to become the standard
by which all other goal pads are measured. The Velocity goal pad is designed
to fit the style of the modern Pro-fly style goaltender. It provides the pinnacle
of performance, giving enhanced blocking surface area for maximum net
coverage. This unique design allows the tops of the pads to fill in the fivehole area, and seal the pads along the ice surface to help eliminate any
openings for even greater net coverage.
The Velocity pad features a Balance Stabilizer design. This gives the
goaltender increased pad control by allowing the goaltender’s body weight to
be distributed over a larger surface area. This design moves the goaltender’s
center of weight to the pads center of balance on the inside edge making it
much easier for the goaltender to balance on the inside edge of the pads and
keep the pads square to the shooter.
The Balance Stabilizer design enhances performance further by reducing the
amount of strength required to hold body position and allows this strength to
be transmitted into quicker faster movement. The additional surface area with
the traction grip design provides greater control and allows more controlled

lateral movement while on the ice. The graphics are designed to make it
harder for a shooter to identify the inside edge and five-hole area of the
pads.
• Full leg cradle holds the leg parallel to the ice with adjustable knee lifters
to elevate the knees from the ice surface. This limits stress on the knees
and hips and allows for greater leg extension
• Full knee cradle with adjustable elastic and Velcro strap to secure knee into
pad for additional control
• Balance Stabilizer inside edge for greater stability while down on the ice in
the Pro-Fly position
• Large outside rolls with square edge prevents puck skip-over
• Thigh guard with wider attachment, for better five-hole coverage and
increased protection
• Wider profile at the top thigh rise and lower skate area for added net
coverage
• Flex-Pac internal padding allows the pad to form to the goaltenders leg
and helps in rebound control and protection
• Available in sizes 30", 31", 32", 33", 34", 35", 36", 37", 38" and custom
sizing

Available with
open toe
Available with
standard inside edge

These and many more colors available

Maple Leaf

Iceberg

Tiger Stripes

Razor

Penguin
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Goal Pads
VPG 8000 EPIC
The Epic goal pad is designed to instantly follow the movements and reactions of
the goaltenders leg to give the ultimate in control for quick rapid movements. Full
length shin cradle and knee cradle with Velcro adjustment strap, along with inside
edge torsion drive bars, transmit every movement directly to the body of the pad
for instant reaction and quickness. The torsion pads also function as a leg and
knee lift to keep the leg parallel off the ice and reduce stress to the knees and
hips and allow greater leg extension. Wide inside edge and knee platform allow
for easy balancing and movement on the inside edge while down on the ice and
keep the face of the pad square to the ice for increased blocking area. The
unique stabilizer skate strap keeps the pad from twisting on the leg and improves
pad positioning to cover more net area. This innovative feature along with dual
skate straps helps drive the pad with quicker rotation to get complete coverage
and firmer seal while going down to the ice and the full length inside edge fivehole rolls give additional coverage. Knee hugger shaping in the top section of the
pad keeps the knee from drifting away from the knee cradle and provides greater
pad control, body balance and increases protection. The knee hugger design
along with a tall thigh rise and solid thigh guards function to provide full five-hole
coverage while down on the ice. Scoop shape and angle designed to provide
additional coverage along the ice surface. Engineered and constructed with

temper foam padding in the pad face at the knee and shin for reduced rebound,
added puck control and increased protection.
• Designed to hold leg parallel to ice while down in the Pro-Fly position to limit
stress on knees and hips
• Balanced construction for lighter feel
• Tall thigh rise for five-hole coverage
• Skate stabilizer strap for added control
• Wide square shape for added net coverage
• Full length five-hole roll
• Large outside roll to prevent puck skip over
• Full leg and knee cradle
• Full length inside leg protection
• Internal torsion drive bars for quick response
• Flex-Pac internal padding for flexibility and quick break-in
• Closed toe design
• Double five-hole roll at inside shin area
• Available in sizes 31", 32", 33", 34", 35", 36", 37", 38"
and custom sizing

These and many more colors available
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Goal Pads
VPG 6000 LEGACY

These and many more colors available

The Pro model Legacy goal pad features a wider and taller thigh rise with a wider
pad side profile to give greater blocking surface for increased five-hole coverage. The
wider and taller thigh rise and wider lower pad profile give greater blocking surface
and help cover the five-hole area. The Legacy 6000 design provides a pad that is fully
configured and optimized for the Pro-Fly style of play, yet can still be used for any
style of goaltender. The pad features our unique Balance Stabilizer on the inside edge
to enhance performance and allow quicker faster movement while down on the ice.
• Full leg cradle with wider leg channel holds leg parallel to ice, with adjustable knee
lifters to elevate knee from the ice surface to limit stress to the knees and hips,
and allows for greater leg extension and quicker rotation
• Full knee cradle with elastic strap with Velcro adjustment
• Top thigh rise with taller sizing and wider profile to give better five-hole coverage
while down on the ice
• Thigh guard with wider attachment point for added stability and increased
protection
• Lightweight balanced design gives greater pad control for
quick movement
• Balance Stabilizer matches goaltender’s center of weight and
the pad inside edge center of balance for greater control
while down on the ice and facilitates quicker lateral
movements while on the ice
• Raised inner roll on pad face to deflect pucks away from the
five-hole area
• Diamond grip material in leg channel and knee cradle gives
added control
• Closed toe design for added protection and increased lower
pad stability
• Wraparound knee rolls with integrated knee bars for increased
flexibility and easy transition from pad face to side
• Available in sizes 30", 31", 32", 33", 34", 35", 36", 37", 38"
and custom sizing
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Goal Pads
VPG VAULT
All new for 2006 the Vault pro goal pad is designed and engineered with a flat face
design for larger blocking surface. Wide front profile shape with squared off taller
top thigh rise gives added net coverage and fills in the five hole area. Large square
shaped outside rolls help prevent puck skip over. Pre-formed pad shape and
sectioned knee rolls along with flex points on the outside rolls provides for excellent
pad flex to allow the pad to form to the movements. This also provides added pad
control for faster pad response during movement. Full knee and calf cradle along
with adjustable knee lifters keep the knee elevated from the ice while going down.
This reduces stress on the knees and hips and allows greater leg extension for
additional net coverage while down on the ice. Square inside pad edge allow the
pad to be positioned for maximum stability that also provides maximize blocking
area while down on the ice.
• Internal knee cradle with adjustable strap for pad control
• Adjustable knee lifters for improved performance
• Light weight flexible design for faster and quicker movement
• Full length inside edge medial rolls and knee bars
• Five-hole area blocking style thigh guard
• Full leg channel cradle for added pad comfort and control
• Taller design thigh rise for added five-hole coverage
• Available in sizes 32", 34", 36", 38"
These
standard
colors
available

VPG 3700 VISION
All new for 2006 the VPG 3700 features an all new design and shape that has
been engineered and optimize for quick rapid movement and control for
precision pad placement that provides maximum net coverage. Wide profile
front surface design with squared top inside thigh area gives additional five-hole
coverage when down to the ice. Angled wedge shaped outside roll profile for
puck deflection. Low rebound flat pad face for precision puck control. Square
inside edge provides a solid balance point for the goaltender while down on the
ice and provides a thigh seal against the ice to maximize coverage.
• Full knee cradle and leg support cradle
• Knee lifter system to hold the knee from the ice and allow maximum leg
extension
• Flat high density construction thigh boards
• Full length inner edge five-hole roll
• Wedge shaped outside roll
• Skate stabilizer strap to prevent pad rotation
• Available in sizes 31", 33", 35", 37"

These
standard
colors
available
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Goal Pads
VPG 7070 VELOCITY 2
The VPG 7070 Velocity 2 pad is a scaled version of our pro model.
Designed and engineered to provide the ultimate in performance and
protection but in intermediate sizing to meet the high caliber needs of
the serious young adult goaltender. The Balance Stabilizer features
provides even greater mobility and stability while down on the ice.
• Full leg cradle holds the leg parallel to the ice, with adjustable knee
lifters to elevate the knees from the ice surface, this feature limits
stress on the knees and hips allowing for greater leg extension
• Full knee cradle with elastic strap to secure knee into pad
• Large outside rolls with square edge for maximum blocking surface
and to prevent puck skip-over
• Intermediate sizing and design 1" narrower than
pro model
• Design allows top of the pad and integrated thigh
guard to fill in five-hole area
• Tapered inside toe area at skate allows for quicker
transition when getting up from the ice by
allowing the skate blade to make contact with the
ice surface quicker
• Diamond grip synthetic material on the internal leg
area provides additional control and repels water
to keep pads light
• Light weight allows for increased pad control and
mobility for quicker reaction and movement
• Available in sizes 27", 29", 31", 32”
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Goal Pads
VPG 800 SUPER JUNIOR EPIC
Our new 800 Epic pad features all new sizing with a 10 5/8 width for a new
enhanced size and proportions for a junior goal pad. Scaled in design and
shape from our Pro 8000 model allows the 800 Epic pad provides an
unmatched level of performance in a smaller size pad. Full knee cradle with
knee torsion drive pad give quicker pad reaction and maximizes speed of
movement. The drive pad powers the pad to the ice with more control and
elevates the knee from the ice surface that helps limit stress on the knees to
allow greater leg extension. Wide inside edge and knee platform allow for
easy balancing and movement on the inside edge while down on the ice and
keeps the pad face square for added blocking area. Knee hugger shaping
keeps the knee area from floating away from the knee and positions the tall
thigh rise to fill in the five hole area quicker when going down to the ice.
Special foam layering behind the pad face lowers rebounding for added puck
control.
• Double inner edge five- hole rolls
• Closed toe design
• Internal drive bar pad for quicker response
• Unique stabilizer skate strap to prevent pad twisting
• Balanced construction for lighter feel
• Knee hugger design and shape
• Skate stabilizer strap
• Tall thigh rise
• Square top thigh rise for added net coverage
• Available in sizes 28", 30", 32"

VPG VAULT JUNIOR
All new for 2006 the junior Vault leg pad is designed and engineered with
proportional width sizing to provide enhanced fit and maneuverability for
younger goaltenders. Wide front profile shape with squared off taller top
thigh rise provides added blocking area and fills in the five hole area. Large
square shaped outside rolls help prevent puck skip over. Pre-formed shape
and sectioned knee rolls and flex point in the outside roll construction
provides for excellent pad flex to allow the pad to follow all leg movements.
This provides added pad control for faster pad response and reaction.
• Full knee cradle with adjustable Velcro strap
• Square inside edge for proper pad positioning
• Full length inside edge medial rolls and knee bars
• Tall thigh rise design for added five hole coverage
• High density construction thigh guards
• Full inside edge knee and calf guards
• Available in sizes 26", 28", 30"

These standard colors available
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Goal Pads

VPG 700 VISION
All new for 2006, the VPG 700 Vision junior goal pad is an all new design and
shape that has been engineered and optimized for quick rapid movement and
control for precision pad placement. Wide front profile with square top thigh
area provides excellent net coverage and function to give better coverage in the
five-hole area while down on the ice surface. Angled wedge shaped outside
rolls provide for puck deflection. Inside pad edge with dual five-hole rolls
provides solid landing surface for easy pad positioning to keep maximum
blocking area.
• Full knee cradle with adjustable straps
• Wedged outside rolls
• New graphic makes identifying five-hole more difficult to shooter
• Skate stabilizer strap to prevent pad rotation
• Flat high density construction thigh boards
• Available in sizes 23", 25", 27", 29"

These standard colors available

VPG 500 EPIC
New for 2006, the VPG 500 Epic goal pad is designed for the younger
goaltender to give great protection yet provide easy break-in with added
flexibility, comfort and very light weight. Large thigh guard provides extra
protection to the knee and thigh area. Full length inner knee and calf
protection keep the leg from impacting the ice surface while going down and
help stabilize leg position for added pad control and provides added protection
from puck impacts. Proportionally designed and constructed in each size for
proper fit that places all the flex points in the correct location to maximize
performance.
• Large thigh guard
• Full length inside leg protection
• Closed toe design
• Tie on toe system to attach to skate
• Deep leg channel for added pad control
• Available in Black/Silver/White color only
• Available in sizes 20", 22", 24", 26"
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Arm and Chest
VP 8000 EPIC
This design was created to provide for quick rapid
body movements while still providing maximum
net coverage. Arm construction features a DuraMesh base that provides for increased flexibility
and is anatomically shaped and optimized to keep
arm padding properly aligned and increases
ventilation for reduced heat retention. Extra wide
and longer styled shoulder floaters provide added
stability for puck deflection and for added net
coverage. Large plastic reinforced sternum plate for
increased protection. The innovative chest pad
weight suspension system supports the weight of
the unit over the shoulders for even weight
distribution and balance for a lighter fee and
features full adjustability for a custom fit.
• Reinforced sternum plate
• Four point adjustable elbow pads

ADULT FITTING GUIDE
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XS

5'

to

5'2"

SM

5'3"

to

5'5"

MED

5'6"

to

5'9"

LG

5'10"

to

6'

XLG

6'1"

to

6'5"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Molded side elbow protection
Large shoulder floaters
Shoulder extension for additional net coverage
Articulating chest pad design with angled lower
flex points
Wide mid arm floaters
Tapered forearm padding
Adjustable wrist and arm straps
Dura-Mesh arm construction for added flexibility
Cushioned chest pad backing
Side rib cage extensions
High density spine protector
Available in sizes XS, SM, MED, LG, XLG

VA U G H N H O C K E Y. C O M

Arm and Chest
VP 7000 VELOCITY 2
The Velocity 7000 V2 arm and chest protector features
lighter weight with improved comfort and movement
for an overall improvement in performance along with
reduced break-in. Advanced design and construction
that matches the anatomical movements of the body
gives added flexibility and protection with a superior fit.
Large shoulder floaters with multiple flex seams
features an internal polycarbonate layer of Lexan for
added shock dispersal for increased protection. Unique
three piece layered chest protector constructed with
multi density foams gives improved
fit and increases shock dispersal and the sternum area
features another layer of polycarbonate Lexan for
added protection in critical areas. Full molded and
contoured arm protection wraps around the inner areas
of the arms for increased coverage, molded four-point
adjustable elbow pads and adjustable wrist and arm

straps provide for custom fit.
• Unique Velocity design chest protector for superior
protection
• Wide shoulder extensions
• Wraparound protection for arms
• Lighter weight for quick movement
• Tapered forearm for padding
• Anatomically designed for ease of movement
• Balanced design for even weight distribution
• Extra wide arm floaters with lace adjustment
• Chest pad side extensions
• Low rebound design
• Molded adjustable elbow pads
• Lexan chest pad insert
• Available in sizes XS, SM, MED, LG, XLG

Silver-Red-Black

Silver-Blue-Black

Standard Color
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Arm and Chest
VP 6000 LEGACY
The VP 6000 Legacy arm and chest protector feature several unique design elements
for increased protection and mobility. The double layered chest pads moves and
articulates and provides a double layer of protection along with an added plastic
internal insert over the sternum area. Contoured shoulder floaters increase blocking
surface and feature angled break seams with flex points to allow for greater
shoulder range of motion on high shots. The design of the chest pad extends up
and over the clavicle area and back over the shoulder blade to support the weight of
the unit and is adjustable for a custom fit and comfort. Large wide arm floaters
provide for extended net coverage and add protection. Anatomical design of the
arms allows for a full range of motion for quick rapid movements. The design and
construction features reduced weight and allow for quicker drying times.
• Special high density laminated chest pad construction
• Added sternum protection
• Air cushioned chest pad
• Dual chest pad harness
• Molded arm protection
• Large arm floaters
• Molded foam and plastic reinforced elbow pads
• Adjustable back pad with HD foam spine protection
• Molded shoulder cap
• Molded shoulder cap extensions
• Multi-flex chest pad design
• Available in sizes SM, MED, LG, XLG
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Arm and Chest
VP VAULT
The new Vault pro arm and chest protector features an anatomically designed body pad
with angled protective blocks arranged to align the flex points of the chest pad to
match body movements. This also allows the unit to keep the protection properly
positioned for increased comfort and protection. Dura-mesh arm base construction
provides added ventilation and flex to provide quick break-in and comfort. Wide profile
shoulder floaters with flex points give greater net coverage and increase the range of
motion in the shoulder areas. Large reinforced sternum plate adds extra protection to
the critical area in the chest. Wide arm floaters add protection and feature solid
construction with high density inserts to provide added stability under impacts for better
puck deflection.
• Anatomically designed chest pad with bottom flex flap
• Large reinforced sternum plate
• Adjustable wrist straps
• Four point elbow pad adjustment
• Molded arm protection with taper in forearm
• Molded shoulder caps
• High density reinforced back protector
• Available in sizes XS, SM, MED, LG, XLG

VP 3700 VISION
The new VP 3700 arm and chest protector incorporates a unique split lower chest
pad with side sections that move to allow for additional flex while in a crouched
position. Large sternum plate on the chest pad for increased protection. Wide
shoulder floater extend into the rib area for added protection and are more stable
under impacts for additional net coverage, and feature side flex design that allow the
arms to be brought in tighter to the body.
• Adjustable wrist straps
• Molded arm protection
• Four point adjustable elbow pads with molded plastic reinforcement
• Extra flex chest pad design
• Large mid arm floaters with side molded elbow protection
• Adjustable back padding
• Larger shoulder floaters
• Available in sizes SM, MED, LG, XLG
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Arm and Chest

VP 800 EPIC SUPER JUNIOR
All new for 2006 the Epic 800 Super junior arm and chest protector with
enhanced sizing to fit larger goaltenders in the junior category. The design
is optimized to give maximum blocking surface and protection with large
shoulder floaters and extended shoulder caps. Wide mid arm floaters
feature molded side elbow caps for additional protection.
• Large shoulder floaters with extended protection area
• Flex pad at bottom of chest pad
• Full pro thickness chest pad construction
• Large sternum protector
• Dura-mesh arm construction
• Built-in neck guard
• Adjustable back padding
• Available in sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, XXLG

JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE
SM

4'

to

4'3"

MED

4'4"

to

4'7"

LG

4'8"

to

4'11"

XLG

4'11"

to

5'1"

XXLG

5'1"

to

5'3"

VP VAULT JUNIOR
The new junior Vault arm and chest protector features an anatomically
designed body pad with angled protective blocks for added flexibility to
keep the padding properly positioned for added protection. Wide profile
shoulder floaters with flex points give greater net coverage, protection and
increased range of motion in the shoulder areas. Large reinforced sternum
plate and chest pad construction with full pro thickness protection. Wide
arm floaters with solid design and construction that feature high density
inserts for added stability and protection.
• Anatomically designed chest pad with bottom flex flap
• Large sternum plastic with plastic reinforcement
• Four point adjustable elbow pads
• Adjustable wrist straps
• Molded arm and shoulder caps
• Dura-mesh arm base construction
• Adjustable back pad
• Available in sizes SM, MED, LG, XLG
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Arm and Chest

VP 700 VISION
The new VP 700 Vision arm and chest pad incorporates a unique
split lower chest pad with added flex sections. Large sternum plate
with plastic reinforcement for added protection. Wide shoulder
floaters extend into the rib area for added protection, stability and
increase net coverage. Shoulder floaters feature side flex design that
allow the arms to be brought in tighter to the body and provide
additional arm mobility.
• Adjustable wrist straps
• Molded shoulder caps and arm protection
• Adjustable back padding
• Large flex design shoulder floaters
• Large mid arm floater with side molded elbow protection
• Four point adjustable elbow pads
• Available in sizes SM, MED, LG

VP 500 EPIC
New for 2006 the Epic 500 arm and chest pad features a two piece
multi-flex chest pad that extends wider into the side rib area for added
protection. Shoulder areas feature high density padding that also
extends into the clavicle region for extra protection. Full molded plastic
caps in the arms and elbow areas, along with cushioned back padding.
• Pre-shaped fore-arm padding tapers to the wrist
• Large shoulder floaters
• Back spine padding
• Cushioned chest pad
• Quick dry internal mesh lining
• Available in sizes SM/MED and MED/LG
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Catch Gloves

T 8000 EPIC
The Epic 8000 catch glove. Advanced design
gives superior performance and control with a
neoprene internal glove with adjustment strap
that provides for custom hand adjustment and
glove control for quick precise closure. Open
glove face design and extra sized deep T-web
pocket for puck control and retention. Gel-Tec
stinger pad and select materials allow the glove
to be heat-formed and custom fitted to the
hand for the ultimate fit and rapid break-in.
Wide notched heel design for improved stick
handling and shooting. Glove also features
internal wrist cinch strap for added control and
a two piece back hand pad for added flexibility.

These and many more colors available
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• Large extra deep pocket
• Neoprene internal hand with adjustment
strap
• Gel-Tec stinger pad
• Molded front cuff for puck deflection
• Internal wrist cinch strap
• Molded front and back thumb for added
protection
• Side cheater bar
• Select material for Heat forming
• Open face for added net coverage
• Internal thumb and small finger loop for
added control
• Back hand padding

Flames

Iceberg

Star Cluster

Tiger Stripes

Razor

Spider Web
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Catch Gloves

T 7000 VELOCITY 2

Flames

Iceberg

Star Cluster

Tiger Stripes

Razor

Spider Web

The T 7000 Velocity 2 catch glove is designed
with a deep contoured large catch surface
and large perimeter for added net coverage.
Front thumb shape provides for an open
shape and functions to direct pucks into the
pocket. Pre-shaped closing break gives extra
quick break-in and solid closing action, this
and the extra wide deep pocket provide for
increased puck control and retention.
Perimeter balanced for lighter feel, along
with dual internal adjustable back hand strap
system that gives increased control during
quick movements and hard shots. Gel-Tec
internal stinger pads give added protection.
Curved molded cuff and side cheater bar
reduce puck skip over. Wider spacing at the
heel of the glove for precise stick placement
aid in greater stick control while handling

the puck. Fully heat moldable for custom fit
and quicker break-in.
• Perimeter balanced design for improved
feel
• Pre-formed shaped deep glove face
• Side cheater bar to help prevent puck skip
over
• Two-piece back hand padding with high
density knuckle pad
• Curved cuff increases wrist room and
flexibility
• Finger tip deflecting ramp
• Wrist cinch strap
• Internal adjustable hand straps
• Heat moldable construction for custom fit
• Pre-shaped closing break

X-web
option
available

These and many more colors available
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Catch Gloves
T 6000 LEGACY
The T 6000 Legacy catch glove features an extra large
catching surface and large perimeter for added net
coverage. Extra deep pocket with flat style waxed lace
allows for greater puck retention. Balanced perimeter
provides for lighter weight and glove control. The T
6000 features our Gel-Tec internal padding system that
allows the glove to be heat molded for a custom fit and
quicker break-in. Floating cuff design allows the catch
surface to be kept more square to the shooter and
allows for more
wrist movement.
• Deep pocket with flat style waxed lace
• Cuff with no binding design provides more solid
blocking area
• Balanced design for superior control and feel
• Floating cuff design
• Internal wrist control strap
• Flared cuff
• Extra large catching surface
• Three piece back hand protection
• Heat moldable for custom fit
• Gel-Tec padding system

These and many more colors available
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Catch Gloves
T VAULT
New for 2006 the Vault catch glove is extra lightweight for quick rapid
response and movement. Extra wide open palm design with contoured
thumb design that angles to the pocket for puck retention. Internal
hand strapping system and wrist strap secures the glove to the hand for
added control. Large T-web pocket optimized for complete puck
coverage while catching or covering the puck on the ice. Mechanical
break-in design provides for secure glove closure and rapid break-in.
• Internal hand strap
• Vented interior finger stalls
• Molded cuff for puck deflection
• Three piece back hand protection for added glove flex
• Large cuff opening allows for added wrist movement
• Wide open catch surface

These standard colors available

T 3700 VISION
The new 3700 Vision catch glove is a lightweight, wide open pocket design
with a defined palm break for accelerated break-in. Large deep double bar Tweb pocket with precision closure for puck retention and optimized for
complete puck coverage on the ice. Full articulating back hand protection with
high density protection on the back of the fingers for added slash protection.
Molded reinforced thumb has notched heel area for stick placement that
provides for easier stick handling and shooting.
• Adjustable wrist strap
• Reinforced palm with quick break-in design
• Deep double bar T-web
• Large catch surface
• Wide pocket open face for added net coverage and puck retention
• External back hand protection

These standard colors available
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Catch Gloves

T 7070 VELOCITY 2
The T 7070 Velocity 2 intermediate catch glove is scaled down from our adult
version by 6 percent. Large contoured pre-shaped catching surface with large
perimeter for added net coverage. Front thumb shape functions to deflect shots
into the pocket area. Pre-shaped closing break gives extra quick break-in and
solid closing action for increased puck control and retention. Reduced weight
on the perimeter of the gloves provides for better balance on the hand and a
lighter feel. Dual internal adjustable back hand strap system gives increased
hand security during quick movements and hard shots for added control. The
Gel-Tec internal stinger pad provides for increased protection. Wide spacing at
the heel of the glove for precise stick placement and control. Fully heat
moldable for custom fit and quicker break-in.
• Open face design for added net coverage
• Deep T-web pocket
• Two piece back hand padding with finger tip deflecting ramp
• Curved deflecting cuff
• Wrist cinch strap
• Pre-shaped closing break
• Perimeter balanced for improved feel and quickness
• Heat moldable for custom fit

T 800 EPIC SUPER JUNIOR
The new T 800 Epic catch glove features super junior enhanced sizing and
performance to fit larger junior goaltenders. Advanced design with neoprene
internal glove with adjustment strap that provides for custom hand fit and
superior glove control for quick precise closure and rapid movement. Wide
open face design features molded thumb with notched heel design for defined
stick placement for improved stick handling and shooting.
• Neoprene inner hand for glove control
• Large deep T-web
• Flared cuff opening for added wrist mobility
• Internal wrist strap
• Select materials to allow glove to be custom heat formed
• Open face design for added net coverage.
• External back hand padding with high density inserts

These standard colors available
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Catch Gloves

T VAULT JUNIOR
New for 2006, the Junior Vault catch glove is extra lightweight for quick rapid
reaction. Extra wide open palm design with contoured thumb design shaped to
angle the puck into the pocket. Internal hand strapping system and wrist strap
to secure the glove to the hand for added control. Large T-web pocket
optimized for complete puck coverage while catching or covering the puck on
the ice. Three piece external back hand protection with high density insert over
the fingers add to glove flex and increase protection. Mechanical break-in
designed provides for secure glove closure and rapid break-in.
• Internal hand strap
• Vented internal fingers
• Molded cuff for puck deflection
• Large cuff opening for added wrist movement
These standard colors available

T 700 VISION
New for 2006, the T 700 Vision catch glove is a lightweight open face design with
a defined palm break for accelerated break-in. Large deep double bar T-web
pocket with precise closure for puck retention and optimized for complete puck
coverage on the ice. Full sectioned back hand protection articulates for added
glove flexibility and features high density protection over the back of the finger
for added slash protection. Molded thumb with notched heel area for precise
stick placement that provides for easier stick handling and shooting.
• Adjustable wrist strap
• Reinforced palm with quick break-in design
• Deep T-web
• Large catch surface for added net coverage
• Flared front cuff for puck deflecting
These standard colors available

T 500 EPIC
New for 2006, the T 500 Epic catch glove designed with a special emphasis on
proper shape and easy closing to allow the young goaltender to better control the
puck while catching. Internal wrist strap to secure the glove to hand for additional
glove control, and external back hand padding for slash protection.
• Large wide T-web for secure closure
• Molded thumb and palm protection
• Internal wrist strap
• Available in Black/Silver/White color only
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Blockers

Flames

Iceberg

Star Cluster

Tiger Stripes

Razor

Spider Web

B 8000 EPIC
The B 8000 Epic blocker provides the maximum
amount of blocking surface with no binding
perimeter construction for a solid edge for added
solid blocking area. Large top flare provides for
reduced puck skip over and adds additional space to
allow for added wrist movement. Beveled edges on
the back side of the blocking board reduce
perimeter weight and provide for improved balance
and control. Bottom board edge is tapered to allow
for less restriction and wear while making paddle
down moves to the ice. Internal board of ultra high
density foams with a polycarbonate Lexan shield for
increased protection. Large side deflecting shield
with high-density foam construction adds blocking
surface and incorporates an air cushion for
increased protection. Articulating cuff and finger

protectors provide for increased comfort and range
of motion.
• Internal adjustable wrist stabilizer strap
• Lightweight for quicker movements
• Full finger protectors with side finger guards
• Reduced perimeter weight for balance and
control
• Side deflector shield
• Double layered palm
• Tapered bottom edge
• Large top flare
• Articulating cuff for increased wrist motion
• Gel-Tec padding over back of hand for shock
absorption
• Polycarbonate board reinforcement

These and many more colors available
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Blockers

Flames

Iceberg

Star Cluster

Tiger Stripes

B 7000 VELOCITY 2
Razor

Spider Web

The B 7000 Velocity 2 blocker features a larger
blocking surface, with improved weight distribution
for better balance and feel. Gradual curve from mid
board to top provides for puck deflection. Board
bottom edge is beveled to allow easy transition to the
ice while making paddle down moves. The top board
taper and curve along with the articulating cuff
provide for additional wrist movement for increased
range of motion. Large side hand protection with
side deflector bar adds to the overall amount of
blocking area for greater net coverage. Two piece
molded finger protectors for added finger movement
for excellent stick grip and control. High density
internal board with Lexan shield reinforcement for

solid blocking surface with added durability to
maintain the overall shape.
• Palm with Diamond grip material for fast drying
and improved grip
• Articulating cuff design
• New larger blocking surface
• Air cushioned padding on back of hand for shock
dispersal
• Tapered bottom board
• Light weight balanced design
• Adjustable wrist control strap
• Large molded dual finger protectors
• Reinforced thumb protection

These and many more colors available
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Blockers
B 6000 LEGACY
The B 6000 Legacy blocker glove is our lightest pro blocker we have ever
offered. The blocking board with no binding perimeter gives a more solid
blocking area and additional net coverage. Large side hand plate adds to
blocking area with high-density construction with air cushion padding for
extra protection. Temper foam insert on back of the hand along with our
internal board air dispersal system reduces impact and rebounds. Thin profile
provides for lightweight and superior balance for control and quicker
movement. Articulating flex cuff gives added flexibility and increased range
of motion in the wrist area. Vented palm construction with foam cushioning
in palm limits stick vibration and provides good stick grip and control.
• No binding perimeter board for more solid blocking area
• Large side blocking plate with air cushion
• Full wraparound finger protection
• Lightweight balanced design
• Adjustable wrist strap for secure fit and control
• Temper foam back hand protection
• Lexan board reinforcement
• Air dispersal board technology
• Side index finger guard
• Tapered bottom
• Vented palm construction

These and many more colors available
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Blockers

B VAULT
New for 2006, the Vault blocker glove has an extra light weight
design. Shaped to maximize blocking surface and angle for added
net coverage. Pre-curved board shape with tapered bottom edge
for easy transition and movement while down to the ice. Light
weight balanced design for added control with adjustable wrist
strap for a secure controlled fit. Wide side deflecting shield adds
blocking area and provides additional protection to the side cuff and
thumb. Articulating cuff provides for enhanced wrist movement for
increased range of motion.
• Tapered bottom board
• Side deflecting shield
• Full molded thumb and finger protection
• Double layered palm construction
These
• Index finger side guard
standard
• Ultra lightweight
colors
• Back hand rebound cushion pad
available

B 3700 VISION
New design for 2006, the B 3700 blocker glove features beveled
edges on the blocking board sides to reduce edge perimeter
weight to provide excellent balance and control. Tapered bottom
edge optimized for interaction with the ice in the paddle down
position. Full flex articulating cuff gives added wrist movement.
Flared top board shape provides additional puck deflection and
limits puck skip over on the top edge.
• Molded foam internal board with ultra high density foam construction
• Double layered palm with hydrophobic water resistant layering
• Adjustable wrist strap for glove adjustment and control
• Full flex cuff
• Molded finger protection
• Beveled perimeter balanced blocking board
These
standard
colors
available

B 7070 VELOCITY 2
The B 7070 intermediate size Velocity 2 blocker is a
scaled-down, 7 percent reduction of our Pro model. The
B 7070 glove features a tapered bottom edge that is
optimized for quick reaction while in the paddle down
position on the ice. Articulating cuff provides for
increased wrist mobility. Large side hand guard with
deflecting wedge provides increased protection and
added net coverage.
• Full articulating flex cuff design
• Adjustable wrist strap for added glove control
• Large finger protectors with side finger guards
• Side hand guard for added protection
• Palm features Diamond grip material for stick control
• Air cushioned padding on back of hand
• Light weight balanced design
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Blockers
B 800 EPIC SUPER JUNIOR
The new B 800 Epic blocker features super junior enhanced sizing and performance to fit a
large size range of goaltenders. Advanced design features beveled edges to the blocking
board to reduce perimeter weight for improved balance feel and glove control.
Wide side deflecting shield adds net coverage and protection to the side cuff and thumb
areas. Articulated multi-flex finger protectors designed for increased finger movement and
protection. Flared top board for puck deflection and tapered bottom board for good
transition and control while making paddle down moves to the ice.
• Beveled board edges for more balanced light weight feel
• Articulated full flex cuff
These
• Tapered bottom board
standard
• High density side deflecting shield
colors
• Super junior sizing
available

B VAULT JUNIOR
New for 2006, the Vault junior blocker glove is an extra light weight design. Shaped
to maximize blocking surface and angle for added net coverage. Pre curved board
with tapered bottom edge for easy transition and movement while down in the paddle
down position on the ice. Wide side blocking shield adds blocking area and provides
additional protection to the side cuff and thumb areas. Articulating cuff provides for
additional wrist range of motion.
• Tapered bottom board
• Adjustable wrist strap
• Side deflecting shield
• Double layered palm
These
• Index finger side guard
standard
• Back hand rebound cushion pad
colors
available

B 700 VISION
New design for 2006, the B 700 Vision blocker features beveled edges on the blocking
board side to reduce edge perimeter weight to provide excellent balance and control.
Tapered bottom edge optimized for interaction with the ice in the paddle down position.
Full flex articulating cuff gives added wrist movement. Flared top board shape provides
additional puck deflection and limits puck skip over on the top edge.
• Molded foam internal board with ultra high density foam construction
• Double layered palm with hydrophobic water resistant materials
• Adjustable wrist control strap
• Molded finger protectors
• Beveled perimeter balanced blocking board These
standard
colors
available

B 500 EPIC
The new B 500 Epic blocker is designed with the younger goaltender in mind. Lower
hand positioning allows for easy stick pick-up and movement down to the ice. Full
thickness blocking board for added protection along with molded plastic reinforced
finger protection. Tapered bottom board and top deflecting flare.
• Palm with hydrophobic water repellent material
• Molded thumb and finger protection
• Large top deflecting flare
• Available in Black/Silver/White color only
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Goal Pants
P 8000 EPIC
The Epic goal pant has been designed and engineered to provide the greatest
amount of blocking surface area with large flat thigh boards, five hole-rolls and
a wide frontal profile for the ultimate in net coverage. Contoured front waist
and belly pad for easy movements in the crouched position. Large molded hip
plastic and extended tailbone padding for extra protection. Rear leg split
prevents the pant from being displaced while going down to the ice.
• Large thigh guards with Lexan reinforcement plate
• Large inner thigh five-hole rolls
• Adjustable belt
• Lace up front
• Side groin protection panels
• Front abdominal padding
• Maximum width design for added net coverage
• Lightweight with sport mesh interior for quick drying
• Available in sizes SM (36-38), MED (40-42), LG (44-46), XLG (48-50),
XXLG (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to your actual waist size then match to sizing in
parenthesis.

P 7000 VELOCITY 2
The P 7000 Velocity 2 goal pant is designed to achieve the maximum amount of
net coverage with minimal bulk and lightweight. The Velocity goal pant features
our unique thigh-cradle technology that provides stability to the thigh guards and
limits thigh pad twisting for greater puck stopping and deflecting. Large five-hole
rolls with internal support padding give quick rapid closure to minimize openings
in the five-hole. Full stretch crotch area and inner thigh area provide for increased
flex and ventilation. Rear leg split prevents the thigh area from being displaced
while going down to the ice, to keep thigh guards blocking as much area as
possible. Low rebound foams provide for quick break-in and comfort and absorb
impact to limit rebounds. Wide profile design and contoured waistband improves
pant and chest pad interaction and increases flexibility.
• Thigh cradle technology for enhanced performance
• Lace-up fly area for added adjustment
• Adjustable belt for customized fit
• Rear leg split to optimize performance
• Inner leg stretch material
• Large five hole blocks
• Front abdominal protection
• Available in sizes SM (36-38), MED (40-42), LG (44-46), XLG (48-50), XXLG
(52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to your actual waist size then match to sizing in
parenthesis.
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Goal Pants

P 6000 LEGACY
Super Pro goal pant with traditional design, extra protection in
critical areas, wide profile thigh guards and added side blocks for
large blocking surface. Constructed with durable 420-denier waterresistant nylon for extended durability.
• Adjustable padded belt
• Large inner five hole rolls
• Large wide thigh guards
• Extended coverage side blocks
• Large abdominal pad
• Removable padding for easy cleaning
• Available in sizes XS (32-34), SM (36-38), MED (40-42),
LG (44-46), XLG (48-50), XXLG (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to your actual waist size then match to sizing
in parenthesis.

P VAULT
New for 2006, the Vault goal pant is designed and tailored specifically to work
with the movements of a goaltender to give optimum performance and comfort.
Wide thigh guards are designed to give maximum blocking area and fill in the
five-hole area when going down to the ice. Sport mesh lining for low water
absorption and quick drying. Side abdominal and groin protection pads in high
density foam are angled to flex with pant while in a crouched position. Large
external high density pad covers the frontal areas of the abdomen and gives
extra protection over the goal cup. Front contoured waist with wide loose fit
allow chest pad to be fully tucked into the pants.
• External abdominal pad
• Adjustable belt with front double pull adjustment
• Large inner thigh five-hole rolls with internal support padding
• Low profile thigh guards
• Full stretch material in crotch and inner leg for flexibility
• Extended tail bone protection.
• Available in sizes XS (32-34), SM (36-38), MED (40-42), LG (44-46),
XLG (48-50), XXLG (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to your actual waist size then match to sizing in
parenthesis.
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Goal Pants
P 3700 VISION
The P 3700 Vision goal pant is specifically designed and tailored for optimum fit.
Wide profile cut for added room and comfort in the waist and leg areas for full freedom of
movement. Wide thigh guards with internal five-hole rolls and side slash guards with
cushion padding for added protection. Sport mesh internal lining for quick drying. Laced
pant front and internal belt with dual pull straps for full waist adjustment. Side groin
protection with internal flex blocks for flexibility and extra protection.
• Molded hips and kidney protection
• Large padded tail bone protector
• Sport mesh lining
• Lightweight design
• Wide profile loose fit design
• Internal adjustable belt with dual pull straps
• Inside thigh protection
• Frontal abdominal protection
• Available in sizes SM (32-34), MED (40-42), LG (44-46), XL (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to your actual waist size then match to sizing
in parenthesis.

These standard colors available

P 800 EPIC SUPER JUNIOR
The new P 800 Epic super junior goal pant features our new enhanced sizing and
performance to fit a larger size range of goaltenders. Advanced design to provide the
greatest amount of blocking surface with large thigh boards, Five-hole rolls, and a wide
front profile for increased net coverage. Contoured front waist and belly pad for easy
movement in the crouched position. Full molded reinforced hip protection and
extended tail bone protection. Rear leg split prevents the pant from being displaced
while going down to the ice.
• Large thigh guards
• Full crotch and inner leg stretch panels
• Side groin and abdominal protection panels
• Maximum width cut for comfort and net coverage
• Lightweight sport mesh lining for quick drying
• Available in sizes SM (20-22), MED (24-26), LG(26-28), XLG(28-30) and XXLG(32-34)

P 700 VISION
The P 700 is designed and tailored for optimum fit. Wide profile cut for added room and
comfort in the waist and leg areas for full freedom of movement. Wide thigh guards with
internal five-hole rolls and side slash guards with cushion padding for added protection. Sport
mesh internal lining for lightweight and quick drying. Laced front and internal belt with dual
pull straps for adjustment.
• Molded hip and kidney protection
• Specific goalie cut for correct fit
• Sport mesh internal lining
• Lightweight easy flex design
• Large thigh guards
• Inner thigh padding and five-hole rolls
• Available in sizes SM (20-22), MED (24-26), LG (26-28), XL (28-30)

These standard colors available
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Accessories

VPC 6000
The 6000 clavicle protector has high-density plastic and
foam layered padding, and an adjustable neck strap
with durable soft textured sport mesh vented lining and
nylon exterior.

VPC 6060
Available in a Junior size model

VPC 8000
Shirt style clavicle and neck protection holds unit more
securely in place for added protection and comfort. Mesh
outer shirt construction to reduce heat build up, cut
resistant BNQ certified design. Available in sizes MED, LG.
Black only
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VPC 7000

VPC 7000 JR

The 7000 clavicle protector has a
full ballistic nylon exterior, Velcro
adjustable closure, and soft internal
padding with high density foams
for shock dispersal. BNQ certified.
• Available in Adult sizes: MED, LG
• BNQ certified
• Available in Black, Blue, Red

• BNQ certified
• Available in Black only
• Available in one size only
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Accessories

VJ 7000
The VJ 7000 goal jersey features a large body fit and wide arm area for
added room to properly fit over the arm and chest protector. It is
constructed of durable Micromesh material. Available in colors Black/White,
Blue/Black/White and Red/Black/White in sizes LG, XLG, XXLG.

VJ 7070
Intermediate/Junior sized version of the adult model. Constructed with
Micromesh material for durability and ventilation. Wide body and arm fit
for added room to properly fit over arm and chest protector. Available in
colors Black/White, Blue/Black/White sizes LG, XLG.

VKP 8000
The VKP 8000 knee and thigh protector features contoured shape with high
density foam and plastic thigh protection along with a molded front and side
knee caps for protection. Dual adjustable straps, and anti-slip lining secure to leg.
• Molded front and side knee caps
• Tab allows the unit to be attached to pants
• Anti-slip lining material on interior
• Nylon exterior available in black, blue, red, white
• Also available in a junior model VKP 800

VKP 7000
Thigh guard features five-hole blocking design with ultra high density foam
protection that also provides light weight. Adjustable strap with buckle, lace on
attachment, fits any Vaughn adult size leg pad. Available in black, blue, red, and
white. Also available in a smaller intermediate size VKP 7070.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
We offer a full line of replacement parts for all Vaughn products,
including leg straps, toe straps and buckles, tie on toe assemblies,
knee spacers, blocker palms, mask hardware and replacement
cages, plastic hardware for arm and chest protectors, replacement
blocker board inserts.
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Goal Bags

BG 7000
The super large size goal bag with wheels, fits a complete
set of adult sized goal equipment. Rugged construction
has webbing reinforced construction and riveted handles.
Three-wheel design for easy rolling and to prevent bag
from sagging, reinforced bottom with vertical and
horizontal stiffeners with double layered bottom with
rubberized reinforcement. It has molded reinforced pull
handle along with handles on each end
and traditional shoulder straps, and dual
internal end pockets, along with large
vented wet pocket and storage pockets
inside and on topside of bag.
Dimensions: 43"long by 20" x 20",
Black only.

BG 7070
Our large size goal bag with wheels fits a full set of
equipment with 31" or smaller pads. Rugged construction
with webbing reinforced construction and riveted handles.
Three-wheel design for easy rolling and to prevent bag from
sagging, reinforced bottom with vertical and horizontal
stiffeners and double layered bottom with rubberized
reinforcement. Molded reinforced pull handle along with
handles on each end and traditional shoulder straps. Dual
internal pockets have storage pocket on topside of bag.
Dimensions: 35" long by 18" x 20", Black only.
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Goal Bags

BG VAULT SENIOR
The Vault adult super size goal bag will hold a complete set of adult size
equipment. Constructed of heavy gage materials with external corner
reinforcements, internal handle reinforcements, and padded bottom for
wear resistance. Adjustable handle length with non slip pad for easy
carrying.
• High strength zipper
• Internal mesh removable wash bag
• Padded strap with non-slip handle
• Extra large size
• Padded double layered bottom
• Reinforced corners
• Dimensions: 40" x 20" x 21"

BG VAULT JUNIOR
The Vault junior size goal bag has the same
construction as our adult model and will hold a full
set of junior sized equipment.
• High strength zipper
• Internal mesh removable wash bag
• Padded non-slip handle
• Adjustable length carry straps
• Extra large junior size
• Padded double layered bottom
• Reinforced corners
• Dimensions: 37" x 20" x 18"
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Underwear
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VHU 8000

VHU 6000

VHU 6060

Performance underwear designed specifically
for the needs of a goaltender. Specific
goaltender cut for full freedom of movement,
with high performance micro mesh moisture
wicking fabric construction. Special placement
of vent mesh reduces heat buildup and
increases moisture evaporation for less body
heat build up.
• Fast drying materials
• Navy blue color with white print
• Mesh inserts to keep goaltender cooler
• Durable materials for long wear
• Lightweight
• Special specific goaltender cut
• Adult sizes: SM, MED, LG, XLG

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full length one-piece
Front zipper closure
Breathable moisture wicking fabric
50/50 cotton/poly blend fabric
Athletic Gray color with Navy Blue trim
Adult sizes: SM, MED, LG, XLG

One-piece youth size
Front zipper closure
Breathable moisture wicking fabric
50/50 cotton/poly blend fabric
Athletic Gray color with Navy Blue trim
Junior sizes: MED, LG, XLG
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Goal Cups

Red/Silver

Navy/Silver

VGC 8000 EPIC
The Epic 8000 goal cup features advanced double cup design for the
ultimate in protection. Two unique cups the internal cup is the advanced
design from Shock Doctor Sports Technology that provides multi stage
impact protection. The outer cup is a combination of half inch foam and
plastic to dissipate and absorb initial impact for true double layered
protection. Contoured waist sectioned area for added flexibility and
comfort. Adjustable waist and leg support straps. Durable sport mesh
and nylon construction. Available in three colors: standard Black,
Black/Red and Black/Navy. Fits waist sizes 32" to 44".
Also available in an intermediate size:
VGC 8000 Intermediate that fits waist sizes 25" to 32".

VGC 7000 VELOCITY 2
Black/Red

Black/Navy

The Velocity goal cup features a contoured top waist with
high-density padding. Layered foam padding throughout
for additional comfort and protection. Large side cushion
bumpers and banana-style cup features foam edge
bumpers for greater protection. Available in three colors
Black/Silver, Red/Silver, and Navy/Silver. Fits waist sizes 32"
to 44".
Also available in a intermediate size:
VGC 7070 that fits waist sizes 25" to 32".

VGC VAULT
The traditional-style goal cup features a contoured top waist with highdensity padding, layered foam padding throughout for additional comfort
and protection. It features a large banana-style cup with foam edging.
• Adjustable waist with Velcro closure
• Contoured top waist area for superior fit
• Sport mesh lining
• Durable nylon exterior
• Fits waist sizes: 32" to 44"

VGC VAULT JUNIOR
Traditional-style junior goal cup features a contoured top waist with high-density
padding. The layered foam padding provides additional comfort, along with a
banana-style cup with foam edging for added protection.
• Adjustable waist band
• Molded banana cup
• Nylon exterior
• Sport mesh lining
• Fits waist sizes: 20" to 31"

WPP 900
The women's pelvic protector features a high-density reinforced lower
abdominal area contoured for comfort and fit, a full adjustable waist strap
with Velcro closure, and molded plastic protection with foam padding.
• Durable nylon exterior
• Internal molded foam and plastic
• Fits waist sizes: 26" to 36"
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Goal Masks
VM 8000
The Epic 8000 goal mask. Constructed with multiple layers of fiberglass and aramid
fiber for strength and stiffness under high impact loads. Contoured design reduces
flat spots to better deflect impacts. Five point harnesses keeps mask secure and
allows for full adjustment. Wide jaw profile allows for additional chins cup
adjustment for optimal fit and security. The Cat eye style certified cage has optimal
visibility at all angles and is constructed of stainless steel for maximum strength and
durability. Dual density internal liner of Vinyl Nitrile foams allows for lightweight
comfort and protection. Internal adjustable chin strap provides for a secure fit and
easy adjustment. Available in Standard colors or full custom paint.
• Standard colors of Black, White, Royal Blue, Navy Blue and Red
• Custom colors and art work also available
• Cloth carry bag included
• Removable terry cloth sweat band and self adhesive fit pads
included
• Available in adult sizes SM, Standard, and XLG

VM 5500
The VM 5500 features full composite construction with layers of bi-directional
fiberglass and aramid fiber composite reinforcement inserts in the forehead and chin
area for additional strength to dissipate impacts and provide maximum protection
and shell strength. Wider chin profile allows for improved chin cup adjustment. The
mask shape is designed to provide optimum fit to give maximum visibility from all
viewing angles. Air holes and face opening are designed to provide ventilation to
dissipate heat build-up. Internal chin strap provides extra security and easy
adjustment. Cage bars are strategically positioned to obtain maximum visibility while
in a crouched playing position. The cage is constructed of polished stainless steel for
added durability and the low luster finish provides optimal visibility characteristics.
Internal padding of a dual density Vinyl Nitrile foam allows for lightweight, comfort
and protection. Two-part urethane paint system allows for added durability against
chipping.
• Available in standard colors of Black, White, Royal Blue,
Navy Blue, Red
• Custom colors and art work also available
• Comes with cloth carry bag
• Removable terry cloth sweat band
• Available in adult sizes SM, Standard, and XLG

Standard colors available for all masks
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Goal Masks
VM 5500PC
The 5500 PC mask is of the same construction and design as our VM 5500 model.
The mask features a pro style cage constructed with stainless steel bars with larger
eyehole openings the center bars feature additional hand welds for added
strength. Two-part urethane paint adds durability against chipping.
• Available in standard colors of Black, White, Royal Blue, Red, Navy Blue
• Custom colors and art work also available
• Comes with cloth carry bag
• Removable terry cloth sweat band
• Sizes adult Standard and XLG

VM 7070
Intermediate size model features the same construction as our adult models with
bi-directional layers of fiberglass and aramid fiber composite reinforced shell.
Wider jaw profile and internal chin strap allows for added security. Full stainless
steel cage construction resists chipping or rust for greater durability and to provide
maximum visibility.
• Available in standard colors of Black, White, Navy, Royal Blue, Red
• Cloth carry bag
• Removable terry cloth sweat band
• Custom colors and art work available
• Available in standard intermediate/junior size only

MB 7000
Padded protective carry bag
with internal spare parts pocket.
Large heavy duty zipper and
molded carry handle.

VTG 7000
The clear Lexan throat shield allows downward
visibility. It attaches to the mask with included clips
and laces. Fits all adult and junior model masks.
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Goal Masks
STANDARD CUSTOM GRAPHICS
Full custom painted design service also available

Lightning Bolt

Wild Thing

Splash

Gladiator

Bones
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Panther

Star Cluster

Web Man

Clown

Skull

Devil
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Goal Masks
STANDARD CUSTOM GRAPHICS
Full custom painted design service also available

Mad Dog

Barbwire

Creature

Wolf

Tiger

Ripper

Flames

Bull Dog

Custom graphics
and painting by
Voodooair.com

Monster Mash

USA

Canada
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Goal Sticks

VAUGHN GOLD SERIES
The Gold Series custom goal sticks from Vaughn are crafted
to professional specification for light weight with enhanced
feel and balance. Constructed with a veneer laminated
handle for solid feel and added stiffness to provide
excellent shooting performance. Full exterior reinforced
with fiberglass for added durability. Large heel-blade curve

with rounded heel section for easy shooting and stick
handling. Contoured grip gives added control and balance
for quick movement. Custom patterns and colors are
available. Standard stick features a 27" paddle height.

Heel Curve

VAUGHN SILVER SERIES
The Vaughn Silver Series goal stick is constructed with a
laminated handle with a medium flex with select wood
constructed paddle with profile shape for lightweight. Tall
paddle height features full fiberglass reinforcement with
composite reinforced wear edges on each edge of paddle
for added durability. Large mid blade curve with rounded

heel for easy shooting and stick handling. Contoured shape
at handle and paddle junction provides an anatomically
correct grip for full stick control and allows for easy pokechecking and keeps the paddle of the stick from impacting
the index finger when using paddle down move to the ice.
Standard stick features a 26" paddle height.

Mid Curve

VAUGHN GOLD SERIES
INTERMEDIATE
The Gold Series intermediate size goal stick are crafted to
the same pro specifications standards as our adult model.
The intermediate size features a 25"paddle height and

heel-blade curve to provide the proper fit and balance that
the intermediate sized goaltenders requires for optimal
performance.

Heel Curve
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Color Chart
These and Many More Colors Available

Black - White (003)

Blue - White (020)

White - Red (223)

Blue - Red - White (012)

Red - Black - White (006)

White - Black (224)

Blue - Gold - White (019)

White - Black - Blue (213)

Black - Silver - White (225)

Black - Red - White (226)

White - Black - Silver (218)

White - Black - Red (216)

For more color options see our goalie gear customizer
at vaughnhockey.com
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Color Chart

These and Many More Colors Available

Black - White (003)

Blue - White (020)

Red - White (007)

Blue - Red - White (012)

Red - Black - White (006)

Blue - Black - White (021)

White - Black - Blue (213)

Black - Blue (220)

White - Black - Silver (218)

White - Black - Red (216)

Blue - Gold - White (019)

Black - Red (206)

Swatches shown may vary slightly in color

Synthetic leathers available
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Red

Orange

White

Silver

Gold

Black

Blue

DC Blue

Green

Navy

Grey

Teal

Purple
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Color Chart

These and Many More Colors Available

Black - White (003)

Blue - White (020)

Red - White (007)

Blue - Red - White (012)

Red - Black - White (006)

Blue - Black - White (021)

White - Black - Blue (213)

Black - Blue (220)

White - Black - Silver (218)

White - Black - Red (216)

Blue - Gold - White (019)

Black - Red (206)

Swatches shown may vary slightly in color

Synthetic leathers available

Maroon

Eggplant

Black Weave

Red Weave

Silver Weave

Navy Weave

White Weave

Bronze Weave

Blue Weave

Metallic Gold
Weave

Green Weave

Gold Weave

Metallic Gold

Bronze
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VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - USA

VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - CANADA

550 S. Glaspie
Oxford, MI 48371
(248) 969-8956
Fax: (248) 969-8990
Fax Order Line: (800) 252-2763

455 Highbury Ave.
London, Ontario N5W 5K7
(519) 453-4229
Fax Order Line: (800) 567-3943

VAUGHNHOCKEY.COM

